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the mini-hsirt1 constructs are soluble and stable. the n- and c-terminal
domains in mini-hsirt1 are connected via a flexible eight-amino-acid linker,
consisting of five glycines and three alanines (gaaaaaagggs). consequently,
the overall size of the n- and c-terminal domains (in amino acids) of mini-

hsirt1 is 1003, and the actual separation of the n and c-terminal domains is
19.3 å. the crystal structure of the mini-hsirt1/stac1 complex reveals that

the c-terminal domain of mini-hsirt1 makes no contact with stac1. binding of
stac1 induces only minimal structural changes in the mini-hsirt1 and does

not significantly alter the packing of mini-hsirt1 in the crystal. the
stac1-binding region in the n-terminal domain of mini-hsirt1 is well defined.
compared with that of the free n-terminal domain, the stac1-binding region
of the mini-hsirt1/stac1 complex shows a rigid, helix-shaped structure and
the hydrophobic stac1-binding groove is exposed to solvent when bound to

stac1. the overall structure of mini-hsirt1 is similar to that of hsirt2. the
hsirt2/stac1 complex (pdb code 4o2s) is 94.4 % identical to the mini-

hsirt1/stac1 complex in overall fold. the surface electrostatic potential of the
mini-hsirt1/stac1 complex is mainly negative and strongly dependent on the
surface charge. electrostatic interactions are formed between the negatively
charged stac1 surface and positively charged basic patches of the n-terminal

domain, which include l11, k17, and k21. the k17 and k21 side chains are
highly conserved across different species and are involved in the formation
of hydrophobic packing interactions with the stac1 protein. the positively

charged stac1 surface and basic residues in the mini-hsirt1 interact with the
negative electrostatic surface of stac1. the basic patch of stac1 is not

conserved between human stac1 and its bacterial homolog. to study the
possible role of the c-terminal domain on stac1 binding in the mini-

hsirt1/stac1 structure, we replaced a truncated mini-hsirt1 n-terminal
construct (residues 1-1003) with mini-hsirt1 ctd (183457-(ggggs)2-ctr). the
resulting mini-hsirt1 ctd is catalytically inactive and showed no detectable
binding to stac1. when mini-hsirt1 ctd was co-crystallized with stac1, the

electron density of the latter was clearly visible, and the binding sites of mini-
hsirt1 ctd and stac1 for each other are very similar to those of mini-hsirt1
and stac1 in the mini-hsirt1/stac1 complex. the basic patch of stac1 is not

involved in binding to mini-hsirt1 ctd.
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the 1/2 crystal
structures of mini-

hsirt1(r446e) contain
two conformations of

the loop 200-213,
differing in the

arrangement of side-
chain of residues
leu203, val204,

asp205, phe206,
val207, and val213. in
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one conformation, the
side-chain of leu203 is

packed against the
side-chain of val204,

and in the second
conformation, they are

rotated in opposite
directions, yielding a
180° rotation in the

side-chain of phe206.
in the crystal structure
of mini-hsirt1, the side-

chain of val204 and
phe206 adopt two
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distinct conformations,
and in the mini-
hsirt1(r446e)/1

complex, the side-
chain of phe206 is

rotated only by ∼18°
clockwise relative to

the mini-hsirt1(r446e)
structure. further
analyses on the

crystal structure of
mini-hsirt1(r446e)
clearly indicate the

conformation of
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val204-phe206 is the
most stable in the mini-

hsirt1(r446e) protein
and its altered
conformation is

induced by a clash
between the side-

chain of arg446 and
val204. these data
further support that

the side-chain of
arg446 in mini-

hsirt1(r446e) plays an
important role in the
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binding of the stac 1.
the study of

mitochondrial function
has focused the

attention of most of
the researchers in this
field. the mitochondria
play a central role in

the energy
metabolism of

eukaryotic cells. in its
core, the

“powerhouse” is the
mitochondria which
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are the cell's energy
factories, containing
their own dna, and

capable of their own
protein synthesis. the

dysfunction of the
mitochondria has an
important role in the
etiology of several

diseases. acetylated
proteins can modulate

the activity of a
variety of intracellular

signaling pathways
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through direct effects
on protein function or
indirectly by recruiting

chaperone proteins.
interestingly, only a
small percentage of

proteins in the
proteome are

acetylated, suggesting
that acetylation may
have only a moderate

effect on overall
protein function.
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